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Manufacturer's Information

Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 19-5550

The Mobile Digital Evidence – Android Analysis test consisted of evidence data acquired from a smart phone in .BIN 
and .DD file formats. Participants were asked to examine the extracted data pertaining to a simulated scenario utilizing 
their own software and methods.

SAMPLE PREPARATION: 
A scripted scenario, based upon a drug trafficking case was created to generate user data on the evidence Android 
device. The execution of the scripted crime took place the week of November 26, 2018. A Samsung J7 Sky Pro smart 
phone was used to perform the activities and generate the intended artifacts.

The phone data was acquired through a physical extraction of the smart phone utilizing Cellebrite software. Following 
sample validation, the phone data was converted into .BIN and .DD compressed files.  These files were uploaded to the 
CTS portal for participants to download. MD5 and SHA-1 algorithms were run on the compressed zip file to generate 
unique hash values to allow participants to validate the successful download of the files.

SAMPLE VALIDATION/VERIFICATION:
The validation stage consisted of the examination of the phone data utilizing various software to ensure the expected 
results could be achieved. Laboratories that conducted analysis during predistribution reported consistent results.

PLEASE NOTE: Questions marked with asterisks (**) did not show a clear consensus during preliminary review of the 
participants' responses. Further information and discussion will be available in the final summary report.

Police are investigating a drug trafficking case. They seized approximately 40 grams of cocaine from an abandoned car 
near Olde Izaak Walton Park. Along with other things, police found a Galaxy J7 phone in the abandoned vehicle. The 
smart phone was seized and logged as evidence. A physical image of the evidence device was created and you have 
been tasked with analyzing the physical image utilizing your own tools and methods to determine if it has any 
information which could assist police with the investigation.

 SCENARIO PROVIDED TO PARTICIPANTS :

The information presented here details how test samples were prepared as well as any design specifications. This information does not 
necessarily represent the answers that should or could be obtained from an examination of the sample(s). Final interpretation of the 
results should be deferred until the summary report is available. 
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 19-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the MD5 hash value for the decompressed image file.1
48bc55857b2a2513dec564d6d889caa2

Provide the SHA1 (base 16) hash value for the decompressed image file.2
c9630a98916b129b57c27a421cfd42b315fd89ee

Based on your analysis, was location service enabled on the device? Yes/No3
Yes

What is the set time zone for this device? Provide your answer in the following format: City/Country4
New York/America

What is the 15 digit International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) number associated with the device?5
311480373589089

Provide the MAC address of the device.6
DC:74:A8:DA:F5:0D

When was the SIM activated/changed on this device? Provide the answer in UNIX epoch time. Do not round 
the value. Answer must include milliseconds.

7

1542820248368

Provide the operating system (OS) version installed on the device.8
6.0.1

As per the Bluetooth configuration file, this device was connected to a vehicle. Provide the bluetooth name to 
which this device was connected to last.

9**

Hands Free Link

Provide the date and time of when this device was last turned on. Answer using the time zone set on the device 
using the following format: Month/Date/Year Hour:Minutes AM/PM

10

12/3/2018 08:19 AM

How many wireless networks was this device connected to?11
Three (3)

What is the most used 5 digit Location Area Code (LAC) by this device?12
29953
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 19-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

What is the Google e-mail account associated with this device?13
diazcarlos1185@gmail.com

In a travel inquiry email sent to "travel@travelharmony.com" on 11/28/2018 at 10:28 AM(UTC-5), what was 
the requested destination? Provide the name of the destination only, not the complete email.

14

Bermuda

Provide the subject of the email associated with Message ID "1618479943107441624" and Conversation ID 
"1618479909836767520".

15

Meeting Location

Provide the names of all the drugs listed in the email received on 1543511979025. Separate the answer using 
a comma (,)

16

Marijuana, Heroin, cocaine

Provide the epoch timestamp of the last email sent to John Fuller at "Johnfuller82@yahoo.com". Do not round 
the value. Answer must include milliseconds.

17

1543513804000

What was the last term searched using the Mozilla Firefox search engine?18
grams to ounce conversion

How many PDF documents were downloaded using the Chrome search engine?19
Two (2)

How many pages were bookmarked on the Chrome search engine?20
Two (2)

Provide the names of two pictures which were deleted. Separate answer with a comma(,)21**
K2-Spice.jpg, Tattoo-design-7.jpg

How many pictures were taken using this camera? Do not include screenshots and downloads.22
Two (2)

What is the phone number of contact named "John Fuller"? Answer using the following format: 000-000-000023
703-544-6952

Provide the epoch timestamp value of the last phone call placed to 703-544-6952.24**
1543424651904
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 19-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

To what phone number was the LAST call placed (outgoing) using this device? Provide the phone number in the 
following format: 000-000-0000

25

407-671-0983

How many outgoing calls were placed from this device? Do not include deleted calls.26**
Five (5)

Provide the last term searched using Google Play Store.27
telegram

A calendar event was scheduled with a start date and time of 1544486400000. Provide the subject of the 
meeting.

28

Shipment Pickup

What is John Fuller's user ID (Party identifier) for the Telegram application?29
706302018

Based on the conversation on the Telegram application, provide the name of the new supplier. (First Last)30
Joe Monzo

What is the version of the Telegram Application that is installed on this device?31
4.9.1

What is the package_name for the Whisper Application?32
sh.whisper

Provide the date of when the Whisper Application was downloaded (purchased)? Answer using the time zone 
set on the device using the following format: Month/Date/Year (MM/DD/YYYY)

33

11/27/2018

Provide the username associated with the Whisper Application?34
Trout_wow

Provide the body of the last message sent using the Whisper Application. Do not abbreviate or condense your 
answer.

35

Hey Buddy, I am here. Where are you?

Provide the username with whom the user had the most communication via the Whisper Application.36
Ice_junky
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Manufacturer's Information, continued
Mobile Digital Evidence Test No. 19-5550

 Manufacturer ' s Expected Response Question

Provide the title of the deleted note in the Evernote application.37
October Status

Provide the User ID associated with the third party application - 'Keeper Password Manager & Secure Vault'.38
diazcarlos1185@gmail.com

Provide the account password associated with the third party application - 'Keeper Password Manager & Secure 
Vault'.

39

password85

Did the User ID found within the 'Keeper Password Manager & Secure Vault' application database match with 
the User ID stored as notes in the Evernote application? Yes or No

40

Yes

How many records were saved in the Keeper Application?41
Four (4)

Was the Waze application used to travel to 775 Gateway Dr SE, Leesburg, VA 20175? Yes or No42**
No

Provide the name of the last location this device traveled to using the Waze application.43
Olde Izaak Walton Park
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